
BOTTLE ROCKET MAN
3yo c. by INTO MISCHIEF

HIP 607

ANALYSIS

DRF PPs

BOTTLE ROCKET MAN at Monmouth.

Last Race: 6/27/21 ALW-N1X at MTH 
Result: 4th by 7-lengths
Trainer: Chad Brown
Conditions Left: ALW-N1X 
Preferred Surface: Dirt

BOTTLE ROCKET MAN gave trainer Chad Brown the confidence to debut him as a 2-
year-old at Saratoga. While he was sidelined for the rest of his freshman season by a 
routine P1 ankle chip removal surgery, the son of Into Mischief came back to break his 
maiden this year going 6f on the dirt. (Click to view or scan QR code).

He has since made 1 start against winners where he was hustled out of the gate and 
chased an extremely hot pace (:21.4, :44.3, :56.2). He is lightly-raced, and has a lot 
of options for his next start. He has a lot of turf in his pedigree so a start over that 
surface is not out of the question. 

3yo dirt colt BOTTLE ROCKET MAN (Into Mischief) 
commanded $350,000 from owners White Birch 

Farm and Robert LaPenta as a yearling. Riding on 
those high expectations, BOTTLE ROCKET MAN 

made his debut as a 2-year-old during the 
Saratoga meet only to run into future G2 
Bourbon & Mucho Macho Man S. winner 

MUTASAABEQ in his TDN Rising Star 
performance.

He came back as a 3-year-old to break his 
maiden in his 2021 seasonal bow at Monmouth 
where he was dubbed the favorite. Breaking well, 

he sat right off the pace over the 6-furlongs, 
earned the lead at the top of the lane and 

prevailed gamely in the stretch. 

THORO-MANAGER

https://youtu.be/cyk_vw_Wekc


BOTTLE ROCKET 
MAN HIP 607

RACE SCHEDULE

While BOTTLE ROCKET MAN has raced exclusively going 1-turn on the dirt, the colt has a lot of 
turf in his pedigree so a start over that surface should not be ruled out. One very important 

thing to keep in mind heading into the summer is Del Mar's revamped 'Ship & Win' program, 
offering a $4k starter bonus + 40-50% purse bonuses to all out-of-state starters. From current 

available condition books, possible next starts include but are not limited to:

SPEED FIGURES: RAGOZIN & THORO-GRAPH

For access to video replays and digital copies of DRF 
Past Performances, Thoro-Graphs, and Ragozins on the 

entire consignment, scan the QR code shown here. 




